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Formal Computational Cryptography

• How to get the best of both worlds? 
– We need some combination to verify large cryptosystems

– Can we carry over results and tools from one model to the other?

Soundness property (desired)

“If a security property can be proved in a formal model,
then it holds in a computational model”

• Computational soundness of formal cryptography
– Active research, both positive and negative results

• Instead, we design cryptographically sound abstractions
for high-level security programming
– For languages, type systems, communications, sessions...

– Not directly for formal cryptography:
We care about security properties (not implementation details)



Information-Flow Security

• Information flow provides a clean specification of security

– Secret inputs do not leak to public outputs

– Tainted inputs do not influence trusted outputs

... but its enforcement in concrete systems is delicate

• We compile imperative programs + information-flow policies 
down to cryptographic (probabilistic) distributed programs

– Secrecy by encryptions, integrity by digital signatures

• Soundness relies on a new type system 

– Types capture mutual dependencies between secrecy and integrity
levels for all keys and payloads used in our code

– Well-typed programs are “computationally non-interferent”: 
polytime adversaries gain illegal information with negligible probability



Roadmap

• Information flow security

– Confidentiality + integrity

– Example source command and implementation

• Source language

– Accommodating active adversaries

– Non-interference by typing

• Target language

– Probabilistic semantics, cryptographic assumptions

– Extended type system with rules for cryptography

• Type-preserving compilation of source systems



Information-Flow Security (Review)

• Valid flows of information
given as a security lattice
of confidentiality/integrity
labels (·)  [Denning’76]

• Lattices enable flexible 
(multiparty) specification
of information flow policies

E.g. DLM [Myers Liskov’98]

• Security policies
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Example Code

• An interleaving of trusted and untrusted code (after picking ®)

• If the labels for x, y, z are adequate, then 

• The contents  of z remains confidential

• We always have y = 3 at the end of the run

• In a less abstract implementation, 
a needs to pass x securely to b, b needs to pass y security to a, ...



• The command 

may be implemented as

• We do not rely on the confidentiality or secrecy of shared variables
We rely instead on adequate protection for the keys

Example Implementation



• The command 

may be implemented as

• Here, we cannot rely on the same keys for protecting x and y

–

• Besides, the adversary can “break” integrity using 

Example Implementation



Computational Soundness by Typing?

• We need soundness for general classes of programs using crypto
so that our compiler can yield reasonable secure code

• Selected cryptographic difficulties:

– Side channels via the usage of cryptography

• The adversary may detect writes by observing re-encryptions

• The adversary may detect reads by injecting bad signatures

– Cross-dependencies between integrity and secrecy

• Signing keys must have high-enough secrecy

• Decryption keys must have high-enough  integrity

– Limitations on key usage (encryption cycles, key generation) 

– No information-security for keys

• Keys need to be shared and communicated

• Keys may be partially leaked by signing/encrypting



A SIMPLE IMPERATIVE LANGUAGE
WITH ACTIVE ADVERSARIES



Source Language

• A simple while language with shared memory

• Command contexts model programs, but also distributed 
configurations, active adversaries, oracles, etc

– We follow the so-called “code-based” games rewriting approach

– For instance, untrusted shared memory may represent
the network + untrusted communications library



Non-Interference (take 1)



Non-Interference (take 1)

• We set a policy ¡ for all variables in the program
We set a level ® for the adversary 

• In the active case,
®-adversaries can read inside       and write outside 



Non-Interference 
with ®-Adversaries
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Typing Expressions and Commands



Accommodating Runtime Errors

• Integrity non-interference (rightfully) excludes implicit flows

• All cryptographic checks create “implicit” flows!

– E.g. we dynamically check whether a signature is correct

• We refine our model to accommodate runtime errors 

– If the program completes, then it guarantees integrity

– The command context is well-typed, as it preserves
the integrity of h (or leaves h uninitialized)



Non-Interference (take 2)



Non-Interference as a Game



Non-Interference as a Game
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Typing Command Contexts



A PROBABILISTIC TARGET LANGUAGE 
WITH CRYPTOGRAPHIC TYPES



Target Language

• An simple language with shared memory 
and probabilistic (polynomial time) functions

• A (standard) operational semantics given as Markov chains



Computational  Cryptography

• The target language is expressive enough to code the algorithms, 
oracles, adversaries, and games of computational cryptography

– This is the formal basis for proofs by (typed) program transformations 

• We assume that all commands are polynomial

– We use a global security parameter ´

• Computational security properties are of the form
“the command A wins a game only with negligible probability”



Computational Non-Interference



Cryptographic Assumptions

• An encryption scheme is a triple                    of probabilistic polynomial 
functions expressible in the target language.

• We rely on a (command-based) standard security assumption:

• We similarly rely on CMA security for a given signing scheme



Cryptographic Types

• We use static key labels K for separating keys

• We use tags for separating signed values (F: t  ¿)

• We also use subtyping, but only on labels
(subtyping on key types would be unsound)



Typing Probabilistic Programs

• We extend our type system for command contexts 
with rules for probabilistic functions and cryptography

– These rules capture computationally sound
patterns of declassifications and endorsement

• Type soundness is expressed (roughly) as for the source language

• The proof is by a series of typed program transformations (games)



Typing Rules for Encryptions



Typing Rules for Signatures



TYPABILITY-PRESERVING TRANSLATION



A Typability-Preserving Compiler 

• We systematically translate all accesses to selected variables X

• We have both functional correctness and security guarantees



CONCLUSIONS



Conclusions and Future Work

• We develop types for computational non-interference
of cryptographic implementations, against active adversaries

• We compile typed programs and security policies

– All information confidentiality and integrity properties
of the source policy are preserved by the implementation

– Still numerous limitations on the source language

• Future work

– Improve the compiler (and its underpinning type system)

• Support for more cryptography, for more control structures

• Prototype implementation

– Cryptographic back-end for the Jif/Split compiler?

– Mechanized proofs??


